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Specializing in Hybrid Positioning Solutions offered by Topcon and Sokkia
What’s Hybrid Positioning? Hybrid is a combination of two or more technologies to
create a unified solution that is more precise and productive. Hybrid Positioning combines the
lightest and fastest robotic total stations on the market with GNSS receivers with cutting edge
technologies, such as fenced antennas and tilt compensation. Topcon Magnet software pulls
all this together to provide a seamless work flow, increasing precision and productivity in the
field. Some of the features and benefits of this technology are covered below. However, seeing is believing with this system and we encourage you to visit our office or schedule a
demonstration of this amazing technology.
#1 Hybrid Resection
Hybrid Resection allows you to setup the robotic instrument on an unknown position
and establish state plane coordinates and geodetic elevations for the instrument when using
a GNSS network rover at the pole. The resection process elevates and rotates the instrument to the grid coordinate (State Plane Grid). Magnet streamlines this process with a total
of four measurements, two robotic and two GNSS measurements.
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#2 Hybrid Automatic Localization
Hybrid Automatic Localization process allows the GNSS system to be pulled down to
GROUND coordinates and assumed elevations or to a known benchmark elevation. Setup the
robotic with your normal back sight routine. As you begin to store points, the GNSS system
moves from LAT & LON with Ellipsoid height to your ground coordinates and elevation.

Notice GNSS
Is Operating
in Ground

Check out the BING MAPS option.
Great for location reference &
Recon purposes.
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#3 Hybrid Switch
Hybrid Switch allows for a one button transition from Robotic to GNSS and vice versa. When you are in need of vertical precision or if GNSS is obstructed by canopy, just
switch to Robo mode. When your line of sight is obstructed with the robotic, simply switch
to the GNSS. Never lose a moment of productivity with one press of a button.

#4 Hybrid Lock
Hybrid Lock is more than awesome. If you have ever used other target acquisition
devices you will love this! Because the GNSS receiver is at the top of the prism, the system knows the exact location of the prism and lock is achieved in under 3 seconds.
1 Button Prism
Acquisition!
3 Seconds or Less

